Heterotrophic plate count vs. in situ bacterial 16S rRNA gene
amplicon profiles from drinking water reveal completely
different communities with distinct spatial and temporal
allocations in a distribution net
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Abstract
Heterotrophic plate count using ISO 6222 agar (HPC) vs. in situ bacterial (DF) community structure from corresponding
samples of a drinking water distribution system were investigated by 16S rRNA gene-based polymerase chain reaction
denaturing gradient gel electrophoresis (PCR DGGE) profiling. The investigation regime covered 10 different sampling
locations and 2 points in time (t1, t2). In order to ensure accurate and reproducible 16S rRNA gene profile analysis, rigorous
methodical evaluation and standardisation procedures were undertaken (DGGE optimisation, replication of PCR, multiplelane standardisation, representative sampling volume determination, application of multiple similarity coefficients). The
reproducibility level of the profile analysis was determined to be ≥ 90% similarity. Two completely different communities
were revealed from HPC vs. DF as indicated by DGGE analysis and sequencing. HPC populations could be identified as
ubiquitously occurring cultivable copiotrophic microbes, whilst most DF sequences could be allocated to sequences from
microorganisms found in oligotrophic aquatic environments. Spatial- and temporal-based 16S rRNA gene amplicon profile
analysis from recovered communities further revealed contrasting results. As proven by Jackknife simulations, DF profiles
remarkably corresponded to sampling time, whereas HPC profiles revealed spatial associations within the distribution
system. Recovered data demonstrate that cultivation based HPC vs. direct cell-based investigations can result in completely
different results if used for monitoring purposes in distribution systems.

Keywords: heterotrophic plate count (HPC), in situ bacterial 16S rRNA gene population screening, bacterial
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Introduction
The heterotrophic plate count (HPC), originally developed in
1881 by Robert Koch, was one of the first techniques for drinking water analysis (Koch, 1893). Since then, determination of
HPC has been in use and recommended as a monitoring tool
for a general microbial water quality assessment. In principle,
HPC recovers all organisms which can grow and form visible
colonies on complex nutrient-rich media (e.g. peptone and meat
extract) at a given temperature and incubation time (e.g. 22°C
and 72 h). In most cases, the number of colonies growing under
these conditions constitutes only a small cultivable copiotrophic fraction of the microbial population in water. Recently,
the significance of the cultivation-based HPC has been under
discussion since new direct cell-targeting microbiological and
molecular biological tools are capable to determine the in situ
population of water. Studies comparing classical microbiological parameters with molecular biological techniques show that
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only a minute fraction (in many cases <1%) of the planktonic as
well as biofilm microbial population can be cultivated by standard HPC procedures regardless of the method applied (McCoy
and Olson 1986; Amann et al., 1995; Watkins and Xiangrong,
1997; Hammes et al., 2008). Nevertheless HPC is still considered a useful tool by national and international authorities to
obtain information about:
• The efficiency of drinking water treatment processes
(WHO, 2002)
• Microbial water quality changes in finished water during
distribution and storage, such as contamination by impure
water (Sartory, 2004; WHO, 2002)
• Microbial regrowth and after-growth events (WHO, 2002)
Some members of the HPC population are suspected opportunistic pathogens for immune-compromised individuals
(Pavlov et al., 2004), possess regrowth potential or are plainly
associated with nuisance activities (Payment et al., 1988; Rusin
et al., 1997; Van der Kooij, 2002). Information about HPC
population structure and taxon composition has mainly been
recovered by pure culture-based procedures (e.g. Reasoner,
1990; Edberg et al., 1997; Farnleitner et al., 2004). Such an
approach gives a high taxonomic resolution but often demands
a practically unfeasible number of pure cultures to cover spatial
and temporal distribution system variability (Edberg et al.,
1997; Kalmbach et al., 1997; Norton and LeChevallier, 2000).
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Thus only very limited information about the HPC community
structure dynamics in defined distribution systems is available
to date (Berry et al., 2006), although knowledge on population
composition in respect of the given system conditions is likely
to contribute to a better understanding of the applicability of
the HPC indicator concept. Molecular biological techniques
offer new high-resolution and high-throughput tools to further
investigate HPC populations and furthermore to compare
them to the respective in situ bacterial communities (VivesRego et al., 2000; Dewettinck et al., 2001; Farnleitner et al.,
2004; Hoefel et al., 2005; Martiny et al., 2005, Farnleitner et al
2005b). Preliminary investigations suggested that HPC population dynamics in a drinking water distribution system can be
resolved by a polymerase chain reaction denaturing gradient
gel electrophoresis (PCR DGGE) approach in respect of sampling location and sampling time. Moreover, 16S rRNA gene
amplicon profiles recovered from HPC populations can easily
be compared with corresponding profiles recovered from the in
situ bacterial community (Farnleitner et al., 2004). However, it
is of critical importance to consider the achievable methodical
discrimination capacity and reproducibility of the PCR DGGE
approach when higher numbers of samples are to be analysed
(Farnleitner et al., 2004; Fromin et al., 2002).
The aim of this study was the detailed investigation of the HPC
vs. the in situ bacterial community structure in water samples
recovered from different sampling points in a drinking water
distribution system by the above-mentioned 16S rRNA gene
PCR DGGE profiling approach. Appropriate discrimination
capacity for the spatial and temporal PCR DGGE profile analysis was assured by comprehensive standardisation and evaluation procedures.

Materials and methods
Sampling and sample processing
Sampling was performed during 2 consecutive months (7
August 2003; 18 September 2003) alongside a complex water
distribution pipe at 10 different (S1 - S10) sampling stations.
Distances between sampling locations varied from several
hundred meters up to a few kilometres and sampling was carried out according to common standard procedures (Standard
Methods, 1995). Chemo-physical parameters of the investigated
drinking water, measured at both sampling dates at sampling
locations S1, S6 and S10, showed only small variations (n = 6).
In general, the chemo-physical quality revealed a soft water
well saturated with oxygen; temperature was in the range of
14.5 to 15.7°C, pH 7.5 to 8.1, electric conductivity 253 to 295
µS/cm, ammonium <0.02 to 0.1 mg/ℓ, nitrite <0.01 to 0.02
mg/ℓ, nitrate 3.0 to 4.0 mg/ℓ, total hardness 5.2 to 6.4°dH, iron
<0.03 to 0.05 mg/ℓ, manganese <0.01 to 0.03 mg/ℓ, chloride
25 to 26 mg/ℓ, sulphate 18 to 20 mg/ℓ and dissolved oxygen
9.2 to10.3 mg/ℓ. Immediately before sampling site S0 a ClO2
disinfection facility is located. Detectable ClO2 concentrations
ranged from 0.06 mg/ℓ up to 0.10 mg/ℓ at sampling Site S0 but
were not detectable at sampling Sites S10 and S6.
HPC cultivation was performed by membrane filtration
in order to easily obtain total DNA extracts from all colonies
growing on the membrane surface. Cellulose nitrate membrane
filters (45 mm diameter, 0.45 µ pore size, Sartorius, Vienna,
Austria) were placed on ISO 6222 conform Yeast Extract Agar
(YEA, Merck, Darmstadt, Germany (ISO 1998)), and incubated
at 22°C for 48 h. After documentation of the colony-forming
units (CFU), filters, containing the HPC colonies, were rolled,
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put into sterile cryo-vials (Simport Plastics, Quebec, Canada)
and stored at −80°C until use. Filtration of increasing volumes
(1, 10, 50 mℓ) was applied to check for adequate sampling volumes (Farnleitner et al., 2001) and 50 mℓ filtration volume was
used for further analysis.
For the corresponding non-cultivation-based direct filtration (DF) analysis of the bacterial in situ community, water was
filtered through polycarbonate membrane filters (IsoporeTM,
45 mm diameter, 0.2 µ pore size, Millipore Corp. Bedford,
MA); filters were stored in sterile microcentrifuge tubes
(Eppendorf, Austria) at −80°C. The filtration volume was set
to 500 mℓ and 1 ℓ after reproducibility tests with increasing
volumes from 240 mℓ to 5 200 mℓ. Total bacterial cell numbers (BN) were determined from formaldehyde fixed samples
(2% w/v) by epifluorescence microscopy using diaminophenyl
indole (DAPI) fluorescent dye, as described in detail by
Kirschner et al. (1999).
DNA extraction, PCR amplification and DGGE
analysis
DNA from stored cellulose nitrate membrane filters (HPC)
and polycarbonate membrane filters (DF) was extracted applying mechanical disruption (bead beating), phenol, chloroform
and CTAB extraction as previously described (Griffiths et al.,
2000). Bead beating was performed on a FastprepTM EP120 (Bio
101 Inc. Vista, CA) level 6 for 30 s. Replicate extracted DNA
was tested under different speed levels (level 4, 5, 6 and 30 s
and 60 s) and resulted in corresponding DGGE patterns showing best profile resolution at settings described above (data not
shown). Extracted DNA was subsequently checked by agarose
gel electrophoresis (Ausubel et al., 1994).
For PCR the variable V3 16S rRNA gene fragment (Ovreas
et al., 1997; Farnleitner et al., 2001) primers PRBA 338f
(5´-ACT CCT ACG GGA GGC AGC AG- 3´) and PRUN 518r
(5´-ATT ACC GCG GCT GCT GG- 3´) were used. The short
V3 region was selected because of the low tendency to form
chimeric molecules using beat beating procedures but still
enabling high population resolution capacity (Farnleitner et al.,
2001; Farnleitner et al., 2004; Hoefel et al., 2005). In addition,
a GC-rich sequence (5´-CGC CCG CCG CGC GCG GCG GGC
GGG GCG GGG GCA CGG GGG G- 3´) was attached to the
5´end of the forward primer for subsequent DGGE analysis
(Muyzer et al., 1993; Rusin et al., 1997). For HPC community
extracted DNA triplicate PCR reactions were performed using
10 −1, 10 −2, 10 −3 DNA template dilution steps. Duplicate PCR
reactions were performed for undiluted DF DNA extracts.
PCR analysis from DF DNA extracts were also performed at
10 −1, 10 −2, 10 −3 DNA template dilutions, but did not yield any
PCR product at the respective dilutions, except for higher
volumes (>2 ℓ). The PCR was performed in a total volume of
50 µℓ including 1×PCR reaction buffer (Promega corporation,
Madison, WI), 1.5 mM MgCl2 (Promega), 100 µM of each
deoxynucleoside triphosphate (Boehringer Mannheim, Vienna,
Austria), 300 ng/µℓ BSA (Boehringer Mannheim), 100 nM
of each primer, DNA templates, water and 0.5 U of Taq DNA
Polymerase (Promega). PCR amplification was performed in an
iCycler IQTM System (Biorad) running the following protocol:
after a hotstart and an initial denaturation step at 94°C for 4
min 30 Standard PCR cycles, followed by a final extension at
74°C for 3 min were run; denaturation, annealing and elongation was set at 94°C, 59°C and 74°C for 1 min each. All PCR
analysis from the sampling locations, except location zero,
yielded PCR products of expected size as checked by agarose
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gel electrophoresis (Ausubel et al., 1994). Sampling location S0
was not considered for further investigations. DGGE analysis was performed using a D GENE denaturing gel electrophoresis system according to the manufacturers’ instructions
(Biorad, Vienna, Austria) running an 8% polyacrylamide
gel with a parallel chemical denaturing gradient adapted to
between 10% and 80% and between 20% and 60% for initial
analyses. Profiles of identical samples were corresponding
for both gradients (data not shown) and for further analysis
10% to 80% was used as gradient ensuring that all bands were
included especially for HPC samples. The running conditions
were 200V at 60°C for 3 h, and applying 20 V for 15 min at
the start of the DGGE analysis. For comparison of different
DGGE gels, a DGGE-marker was used and prepared. Therefore, equivalent 16S-rDNA amplicon concentrations were
mixed, which were obtained from Methylomonas methanica
NCIMB 11130 (NCIMB, National Collection of Industrial
and Marine Bacteria, Aberdeen, U.K.), Methylobacter albus
NCIMB 11123, Methylobacter capsulatus NCIMB 11132,
Brevibacter spp. (own isolate), Flavibacter spp. (own isolate),
and Methylosinus trichosporium NCIMB 11131; sub-samples
were stored at –80°C till usage (strains were chosen arbitrarily
showing an appropriate migration behaviour in the DGGE gel).
The gels were visualised and photographed by 30 min staining
in a 1:10000 final diluted SYBR Green I nucleic acid gel stain
(Molecular Probes, Leiden, Netherlands) and 10 min destaining in water, followed by a subsequent analysis with a GelDOC
2000 System (Biorad, Austria). Representative bands were
excised and subsequently sequenced. Excised bands were put
into a vial (containing 30 µℓ of ultra-pure water) and stored at
4°C overnight. 5 µℓ of a 10 −1 dilution of each supernatant was
thereafter used for the re-PCR at same settings as described
above for PCR, except where the forward primer PRBA 338f
with the T3 tag (5´-AAT TAA CCC TCA CTA AAG GG-3´)
attached to the 5´end was used and PCR was reduced to 25
cycles. PCR products were sequenced and sequences were
submitted to the Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST,
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) in order to allocate to
available 16S rRNA gene sequences.
Statistics and computational analysis of profiles
Digitised profiles were analysed using the software package
Gelcompar II (Applied Maths, Belgium). Required standardisation and normalisation was achieved by a reference pattern
of an inter lane standard (Farnleitner et al., 2005) applied to
every 4th to 5th lane on the DGGE gels. From the triplicate HPC
and standard duplicate DF profile analysis per sample (i.e. 100
single profiles) only one consensus profile per sample was used
for further analysis. For cluster analysis, the Pearson product
moment correlation (i.e. densitometric curve comparisons)
and the Jaccard coefficient (i.e. band-based comparison) were
calculated. For DGGE band-based investigations bands were
referred as operational taxonomic units (OTU). Dendrograms
were generated with the un-weighted pair-group method of
arithmetic averages (UPGMA), the single linkage and the
complete linkage as available in the program. Different correlation coefficients and cluster algorithms gave a general consistent result of the analysed band patterns and thus indicated
stable results. To test for statistical significance of the obtained
clusters and respective spatial and temporal correlations, Jackknife simulations were performed as offered in Gelcompar.
For further statistical analysis SPSS Software Version 8.0 was
used.
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Figure 1
HPC filtration volumes vs. the number of detectable DGGE
bands (OTU = operational taxonomic unit) gained with the 16S
rRNA gene based profiling approach

Results
PCR DGGE: evaluating appropriate sampling
volumes and reproducibility
HPC DGGE profile analysis with increasing filtration volumes
for representative sampling locations S3, S6, S9 clearly demonstrated that a saturation of recoverable OTU could be reached
by using a volume of 50 mℓ of water (Fig. 1). Furthermore, no
correlation between quantitative HPC counts and the respective numbers of OTU (i.e. numbers of DGGE bands) could be
detected for the whole set of investigated samples (Spearmann
Rank Coefficient, ρ = −0.009, p = 0.97, n = 19). Thus it can
be concluded that a volumetric relationship between observed
HPC concentrations and recoverable OTU richness did not
exist and differing HPC DGGE profiles were not the result of
inappropriately chosen sampling volumes but due to distinct
HPC communities at distinct sampling locations (see below).
In contrast to the observed saturation effects of HPC OTU, all
DF DGGE profiles remarkably corresponded for the respective
test series of varying volumes, ranging from 240 mℓ to 5 200
mℓ (Fig. 2, next page) and for further investigations of the
distribution system, volumes of 1 ℓ and 500mℓ were selected.
Reproducibility testing on sites S3, S9, S6 for DF DGGE
profiles revealed a tendency to cluster together for the selected
evaluation set (Fig. 2), supporting the good discrimination
power of the chosen V3- PCR DGGE approach. However, it
has to be mentioned that the formed cluster proved not statistically significant by Jackknife analysis and furthermore profile
similarity levels within each cluster (i.e. S3, S6, S9) were
extremely high (85% to 95%). From the replicate analysis using
1 ℓ samples a reproducibility level for the applied PCR DGGE
approach could be determined to be ≥ 90% similarity (n = 8,
cf. Fig 2). As for HPC, no correlation between BN and BN OTU for the whole set of investigated samples was discernible
(Spearmann Rank Coefficient, ρ = −0.42, p = 0.06, n = 20).
HPC, bacterial numbers (BN) and plating efficiency
Comparison between the observed HPC concentrations and
total bacterial numbers (BN) for all investigated water samples from the distribution system revealed that only a median
fraction of 0.5% of the direct counts, ranging from 0.05% to
8.3% (n = 19) could be cultivated under the respective conditions (Fig. 3). No correlation between HPC and BN could be
observed (Spearmann Rank Coefficient, ρ = −0.04, p = 0.85).
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No similar sequence could be found compared to the HPC
sequences and highest similarities were obtained to uncultured
bacteria of various α- and β-Proteobacteria in the sequence
database (Table 1).
Spatial and temporal variations of DGGE profiles
from distribution system
Analysis of the spatial and temporal dynamics of the HPC and
DF profiles in the distribution system revealed contrasting
results. Cluster analysis of DF profiles proved an association
to the sampling time resulting in 2 distinct clusters (Fig. 5a).
Jackknife analysis separated the DF profiles to 100% and 90%
correctly to time point of sampling t1 and t2. No spatial association in the distribution system could be detected. Contrasting to DF analysis, HPC profiles revealed no detectable correlation to the sampling time (Fig. 5b), but showed a clear trend

Figure 2
Cluster analysis for the DF approach (Pearson, UPGMA) of
replicated profiles for reproducibility and stability determination
of 16S rRNA gene profiles of different filtration volumes
(240 mℓ to 5.2 l), DNA PCR dilutions (* =10 −1 dilution) and
sampling locations (S3, S6, S9)

The BN of the first sampling time (t1) was significantly higher
than those from the second (t2) (Mann Whitney U-test,
p ≤ 0.05, n = 2×10), whereas no significant difference
between t1 and t2 was observed for the HPC numbers (Mann Whitney U-test, p ≥ 0.05; n = 9, 10).

Figure 3
Bacterial direct counts and HPC values in the water samples
recovered from the drinking water distribution system

Comparison of HPC vs. DF DGGE profiles
from distribution system
Comparison of the DGGE profiles from the HPC
DNA extracts with the DF DNA extracts revealed 2
well-defined clusters for the whole set of analysed
samples recovered from the distribution net (n =
39). The two clusters completely distinguished the
HPC from DF profiles as shown for representatively
selected samples in Fig. 4 (for all samples see
Fig. A1 - additional materials). Jackknife analysis
perfectly separated the 2 groups (100% distinction),
irrespective of the applied cluster algorithm proving
the statistical significance (p < 0.05). There was no
correspondence between the dominant band types
from HPC and DF profiles (Fig. 4). Sequencing of
selected dominant bands from DGGE profiles (cf.
Fig. 4) confirmed that different sequence types and
thus distinct populations were recovered by HPC
and DF for the whole set of samples (Table 1). For
HPC mainly Pseudomonas spp. and Bacillus spp.
could be found in the sequence database as the next
validly described taxa with very high sequence
similarities (≥ 99%). Sequences of bands from
DF profiles obtained completely different results.
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Figure 4
Selected V3 16S rRNA gene consensus profiles from HPC and
corresponding DF. A single DGGE gel was used to enable detailed
band type (BT) and sequence type (ST) comparison by avoiding gel to
gel variability. The dendrogram was calculated with Pearson correlation
coefficient and UPGMA (Gelcompar). Similarity of the profiles is shown in
[%]. Marked bands were sequenced and given in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
Recovered partial 16S rRNA gene sequences and their closest affiliation
Selected
sequence

Type

GenBank
acession no.

Length
[bp]

a*

HPC

AY555123

140

b*

HPC

AY555124

154

c*, j, m, p

HPC

AY555125

d*, r

HPC

e

Closest affiliation

Similarity
[%]

Pseudomonas spp. SBW25 [AY456712]
Next validly described taxon: Pseudomonas spp.
Pseudomonas spp. SBW25 [AY456712]
Next validly described taxon: Pseudomonas spp.

100%

155

Bacillus cereus strain IBT016 [AY319260]
Next validly described taxon: Bacillus spp.

100%

AY555126

157

Bacillus licheniformis strain RPA [AY436611]
Next validly described taxon: Bacillus spp.

100%

HPC

AY555127

151

Uncultured gamma proteobacterium clone env.S048 [AJ416663]
Next validly described taxon: Pseudomonas spp.

100%

f

HPC

AY555128

150

100%

g, l, n

HPC

AY555129

149

h, o

HPC

AY555130

155

i

HPC

AY555131

150

k, q

HPC

AY555132

155

s

HPC

AY555133

146

t

HPC

AY555134

145

Pseudomonas spp. 4 [AY269867]
Next validly described taxon: Pseudomonas spp.
Pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato str. DC3000 [AE016875]
Next validly described taxon: Pseudomonas spp.
Janthinobacterium lividum [AJ585218]
Zoogloea spp. [D84564]
Aquaspirillum arcticum [AB074523]
Next validly described taxon: beta Proteobacteria
Pseudomonas spp. K94.08 [AY456703.1]
Next validly described taxon: Pseudomonas spp.
Bacillus subtilis strain 42hs1 [AF526912]
Next validly described taxon: Bacillus spp.
Bacillus spp. 7 [AY269870]
Next validly described taxon: Bacillus spp.
Chryseobacterium jll [AY278484]
Bacterium H20 [AY345551]
Flavobacterium spp. [FSU65965]
Next validly described taxon: Flavobacteria

u

HPC

AY555135

146

uncultured Bacteroidetes bacterium [AJ619040]
Chryseobacterium indoltheticum [AY275475]
Enrichment culture bacterium LB-Q clone LB-Q [AF538774]
Next validly described taxon: Bacteroidetes

99%

v

HPC

AY555136

154

Stenotrophomonas maltophilia [AY472115]
Xanthomonas group bacterium LA37 [AF513452]
Agrobacterium spp. IrT-JG14-24 [ASP295674]
Next validly described taxon: Proteobacteria

100%

DF

AY555137

153

Uncultured Comamonadaceae bacterium clone C-15 [AF523046]

98%

1, 7

Glacier bacterium FJS31 [AY315178]
Next validly described taxon: Comamonadacaea
2, 5*
DF
AY555138
118
Rhodocista spp. [AY9480064]
Next validly described taxon: alpha Proteobacteria
3
DF
AY555139
118
Drinking water bacterium OR3 [AY328800]
Next validly described taxon: Caulobacter spp.
4, 6
DF
AY555140
141
Uncultured bacterium DSSD90 [AY328787]
Next validly described taxon: beta Proteobacteria
8
DF
AY555141
113
Uncultured bacterium clone HC-20 [AF538798]
Next validly described taxon: Bdellovibrio spp.
*Marked sequences were recovered from other than the shown DGGE gel in Fig. 4

for an association with the sampling sites. This was supported
by Jackknife re-sampling analysis, correctly assigning 55% of
all samples to the respective sampling location, whereas DF
analysis resulted in only 10% of correct spatial allocations (data
not shown).

Discussion
More than 20 years ago, Staley and Konopka described the
’great plate count anomaly‘ for oligotrophic aquatic habitats
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99%

100%
95%

100%
100%
100%
100%

96%
99%
97%
91%

which is based on the overwhelming disparity between the
observed concentrations of colonies detected on traditional
cultivation media and cell numbers enumerable by microscopic
direct detection techniques (Staley and Konopka, 1985). For
drinking water, commonly reported values of HPC populations
vary from <0.02 to 104 CFU/mℓ and are strongly dependent
on the cultivation medium, incubation time and temperature,
whereas bacterial numbers determined by microscopic direct
count techniques are commonly found to be in the range of
104 to 107 cells/mℓ (Farnleitner et al., 2005a; Hoefel et al.,
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5
Cluster analyses of
consensus profiles
for DF (a) and HPC
(b) using Jaccard
and complete
linkage as cluster
algorithm. Sampling
date 7.8.2003
marked by open
squares ( ), sampling
date 18.9.2003
marked by black
dots (•).

2005; Hammes et al., 2008). Resulting plating efficacies are
thus usually around and below 1%, as it was also the case in
our study, showing a median value of 0.5%. Several factors
are currently considered responsible for the huge discrepancy between cultivation and direct detection in terms of the
recovered abundance. First and probably most important,
oligotrophic aquatic systems, like drinking water distribution
systems, exhibit low substrate and nutrient availabilities, and
for example bio-available dissolved organic carbon substrates
are commonly found in the range of µg/ℓ or below (Wilhartitz
et al., 2009). In contrast, HPC cultivation media contain easily degradable organic substrates in the range of g/ℓ and only
those cells which tolerate or which are adapted to these high
substrate concentrations (i.e. copiotrophic cells) are recovered by the conventional HPC methods (Coallier et al., 1994;
Reynolds and Fricker, 1999; Delahaye et al., 2003; Hoefel et
al., 2003; Farnleitner et al., 2004; Hoefel et al., 2005). In this
respect, cells which are adapted to low substrate concentrations
may additionally be impeded by substrate accelerated bacterial cell death induced by the high concentrations of certain
substrates in the HPC media (Barer and Harwood, 1999). On
the other hand, cells may need the contact of surrounding cells
or specific microenvironments due to syntrophic relationships
(Szewzyk et al., 2000), or simply may require vital signalling
molecules required for cell-to-cell communication (i.e. quorum
sensing), which may be diluted by standard HPC procedures
(Kaprelyants and Kell, 1996). Furthermore, fractions of bacterial cells encountered may simply be dead, injured or inactive
cells, which are not distinguishable by direct count methods
such as the herein-used DAPI direct count approach. Finally,
bacterial cells may enter a viable but non-culturable (VBNC)
or an active but non-culturable (ANBC) state (Kell et al., 1998;
Szewzyk et al., 2000) and although viable or active cells are
present in the drinking water they are not amenable to cultivation. Besides mentioned differences in recovered cell or colony
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abundance, fundamental discrepancies between HPC-based
procedures vs. direct detection techniques from drinking water
collected within distribution systems have also been encountered in relation to the taxonomic affiliation of the recovered
organisms or nucleic acid sequences, respectively (Foght et
al., 2004; Williams et al., 2004; Crump and Hobbie, 2005;
Loy et al., 2005; Abulencia et al., 2006). However, it has to be
mentioned that, except in a preliminary study by our group
(Farnleitner et al., 2004), comparative direct molecular-based
investigations on HPC communities from the planktonic phase
in relation to the corresponding total bacterial community have
unfortunately not been available to date for drinking water
distribution systems.
In this study a rigorous comparison between the cultivable
copiotrophic fraction (HPC) used for water quality monitoring
and the dominating in situ bacterial community (DF) from corresponding drinking water samples has been undertaken along
a distribution net. Results demonstrate that HPC populations
recovered by membrane filtration, using an ISO 6222 standard
method compatible agar medium, represent completely different communities as compared to recovered DF communities from corresponding samples. No common DGGE band
or sequence for both the HPC and DF communities could be
retrieved from the whole set of pair-wise comparisons covering 2 points in time and 10 sampling locations throughout the
distribution system. From the recovered median plating efficacy within this study (i.e. 0.5%) and the commonly reported
PCR DGGE detection limit for a successful detection of distinct populations within profiled communities (i.e. 1% to 10%
minimum abundance of the total community (Farnleitner et
al., 2004)) it can be furthermore concluded that bacterial taxa
retrieved by cultivation did not constitute dominant populations
in the investigated water of the distribution system. Our results
are in principal agreement with a recently performed study by
Hoefel et al. (2005) comparing the DF and HPC communities
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in Australian water samples at 2 sampling sites during potable
water production by using the same PCR DGGE approach but
coupled to a flow cytometric analysis. Both investigation sites,
the reservoir and the settled water site after coagulation, flocculation and sedimentation, showed significantly different HPC
and DF profiles and the HPC abundance was generally less than
0.1% of the total bacterial communities. However, a few bands
appeared to be shared between the HPC and DF community.
In this respect it should be mentioned that Hoefel et al. (2005)
used R2A and TSA agar showing lower substrate availability
as compared to the ISO 6222 Agar (Reasoner and Geldreich,
1985; ISO, 1998). Quite an opposite picture to the planktonic
phase of potable water discussed above was presented by the
comprehensive studies of Kalmbach et al. (1997; 1999), studying bacterial cells in young established biofilms in German and
Swedish drinking water distribution systems. Surprisingly, by
the use of R2A agar (reported plating efficacy between 0.1%
and 1.5%) bacterial strains could be grown belonging to the
newly established genera Aquabacterium spp. By design of
strain-specific FISH probes the authors could prove that the
cultivated Aquabacterium spp. taxa formed system-dominant
populations in young drinking water biofilms. The authors
concluded that the majority of the considered strains formed
VBNC populations and only small fractions of those subpopulations resided in a cultivable condition (Kalmbach et al.,
1997). The contrasting results from HPC taxa in respect to the
planktonic vs. the biofilm phase, as discussed above, agree with
the recently postulated concept that cells in biofilm compartments are thought to be associated with growth activities (and
thus are in principle cultivable), whereas cells in the planktonic
phase are non-growing detached subsets thereof, spreading in
the environment for new sessile habitats (Szewzyk et al., 2000).
However, far more detailed data are needed in future to support
this speculative hypothesis for distribution systems.
The sequences gained in this study from DGGE profiles of
HPC filters could easily be allocated and were most often identical to well-known HPC members (Table 1), such as Bacillus,
Flavobacterium, and Pseudomonas (Koch, 1893; LeChavallier et
al., 1980; Allen et al., 2002; Sartory, 2004; Williams et al., 2004;
Tokajian et al., 2005, Liu et al., 2008). Accordingly to the recovered partial sequences, the HPC community was dominated by
Bacillus spp. and Pseudomonas spp. populations. Thus ubiquitously-occurring copiotrophic bacterial cells were recovered by
the applied ISO 6222 agar. Unlike sequences from HPC profiles,
dominant bands from DF profiles (cf. Table 1) showed similarities
mainly to sequences from uncultured bacteria reported from the
aquatic environment. The identical sequences from Bands 1 and
7 showed 98% similarity to a sequence found in a study of bottled mineral water (Loy et al., 2005) and to a glacier bacterium
gained from sub-glacial sediments and ice (Foght et al., 2004).
Sequences 2 and 5 showed 96% similarity to an uncultured
alpha proteobacteria clone originating from bacterioplankton
communities of 2 rivers (Crump and Hobbie, 2005). Sequence 3
showed similarities of 99% to a drinking water bacterium found
in a distribution system simulator (Williams et al., 2004), to an
uncultured bacterium gained from a fluidised bed reactor treating contaminated ground water (Cardenas et al., 2005), and to
an uncultured bacterium found in the Weser estuary (Selje and
Simon, 2002). Sequences 4 and 6 showed 97% similarity to an
uncultured bacterium from the study of the drinking water distribution system simulator (Williams et al., 2004) and to a sequence
of a clone originating from sediments (Abulencia et al., 2006). It
may be concluded that the recovered DF sequences represented
members of autochthonous aquatic bacterial populations.
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Conclusion
By use of the rigorous PCR DGGE standardisation and evaluation measures, to our knowledge for the first time, a 16S
rRNA gene profile analysis with spatial and temporal resolution between corresponding HPC and DF communities in a
drinking water distribution net could be realised. The results
were unexpected and revealed a totally different spatial and
temporal behaviour of DF vs. HPC communities. The strong
spatial associations of the HPC 16S rRNA gene profiles may
be explained by local associated biofilm interactions in the
complex and large distribution net, which possibly introduced
HPC into the planktonic water phase. In fact, growth and
subsequent detachment of biofilm bacteria into the planktonic
water phase has been reported before by Servais et al. (1992;
2004) and provides a plausible argument for the observed
spatial correlation. In contrast, the excellent temporal correlation of the DF 16S rRNA gene profiles to sampling time t1 and
t2, irrespective of which sampling location was investigated,
points to a determining role of source-water quality in terms
of the occurring DF community. However, due to practical
reasons, no source-water DF analysis could be performed,
and this explanation remains only speculation. Nonetheless, it
has become a well-known fact that groundwater and springwater possess their own characteristic and distinguishable
autochthonous DF communities (Farnleitner et al., 2005a;
Eichler et al., 2006), which may show some temporal variations due to hydrological variations in the aquifer (Farnleitner
et al., 2005a). For the observed contrasting dynamics of the
HPC vs. the DF communities it is speculated that possible
biofilm detachment in the distribution system could only be
detected by HPC communities due to the sensitive cultivation
approach (i.e. 1 CFU can easily be detected by the PCR DGGE
approach). In contrast, DF communities were not detached
from biofilm compartments in such a manner as to significantly change the DF profiles (DF DGGE sensitivity only 1 to
10% of the total population, see discussion above) and profiles
were likely the result of cells from the planktonic water phase
as derived from the groundwater source.
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Figure A1
V3 16S rRNA gene profile analysis from all recovered
samples for HPC and corresponding DF
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